Tribe Expectations

Trustworthy
Respectful, Responsible
Indians
Believe in Excellence
Media Center

Take care of books

Return books on time

Inside Voices

Bookshelves in Order

Enjoy Reading!
Lunch Room

Talk Quietly
   First 15 minutes silent
   Then talk softly with your neighbor
   Use appropriate language

Remain Seated
   Raise your hand if you need to get up
   Use restroom before coming to lunch
   Remember to purchase your extra’s when coming through line

Ignore Distractions
   Remain quiet when in lunch line
   Touch nothing (walls, posters etc.)
   Sit correctly in your seat (no leaning back, sliding down seat, etc)
   No squeaky feet when raining

Be Prepared
   Remember to bring your money to lunch, lunch box, jacket, etc
   When going through line get your utensils and condiments
   Read the menu or listen to person serving and be ready with your selection
   When possible make your extra purchases at this time

Eat With Good Manners
   Chew your food with your mouth closed
   Remember food is for eating
   Keep your area clean
   It’s polite to share, but eat your food only
   Express Appreciation

Note: Enter and exit correct doors
   Fourth through sixth grade may bring a book to lunch
   When parents visit for lunch you may ask only one friend to sit with you
Computer Lab

Take care of equipment
Leave headphones plugged in
Take care of mouse
Press gently on keyboard

Remember rules & procedures
Walk quietly to your seat
Login and Begin
Logout properly
Push in chair and leave headphones on top of monitor

Identify problems
Raise your hand and tell your teacher if your computer is not working

Be quiet
Remain silent during sessions
Stay focused and on task
Avoid being a distraction

Excel!
Always do your best
Take your time
Be proud of your work
Bus Rules

Talk quietly
Ride safely
In seat
Back to back
Enjoy the ride

Hallway Rules

Touch nothing
Right side
In line
Be quiet
Easy feet

Library Rules

Take care of books
Return books responsibly
Inside voice
Books in place
Enjoy reading

PE Rules

Think safety
Run responsible
Interact with others
Be prepared
Everyone's a winner

Stairway Rules

Tread lightly
Right side
In line
Be quiet
Each step